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B.VOC. DESIGN VII SEMESTER (II YEAR), EXAM. DEC-2016
HISTORY OF DESIGN

PAPER-I

Time: 3 Hrs.          Max. M. 70 Min. M.23

      Note : Read the instructions carefully before answering the question.

***

SECTION-ISECTION-ISECTION-ISECTION-ISECTION-I (Marks- 5x10=50)

Answer any five questions:-

1. What is the industrial revolution and when &

where it started?

2. Write about Victorian era in the history of design.

3. What is the Primitive Art?

4. Who is the most popular personality of

5. Why the Arts and Crafts movement started and

when and where?

6. Name the popular designer of arts and crafts

movements and his era in the history of design.

7. What are the key characteristics of minimalism in

history of design?

8. What are the key characters of Organic design

movement?

9. Write about Deconstructivism a design movement.

10. Write about Art Deco movement.

SECTION-IISECTION-IISECTION-IISECTION-IISECTION-II           (Marks- 1x20=20)

Answer any one question:-

1. Write about Bauhaus- a design movement and how

it is different from the Arts and Crafts movement.

2. What is Pop art and write in detail about its role in

the history of design?
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B.VOC. DESIGN VII SEMESTER (II YEAR), EXAM. DEC-2016
ARTS & CRAFTS STUDIES

PAPER-II

Time: 3 Hrs.          Max. M. 70 Min. M.23

SECTION-ISECTION-ISECTION-ISECTION-ISECTION-I (Marks- 4x5=20)

Answer any 4 questions. Each question carry 5 marks.

1. Define what is called Craft and how it is different from Art.

2. Name and give brief description of two most popular

Crafts of Chhattisgarh.

3. Name Handloom and Handicraft emporiums of any five

Indian states.

4. Name 5 most popular Craft traditions of North Eastern

states.

5. What are the three Indian states where Ikkat weaving

craft exists even today.

6. Which Indian states are famous for Bandhini textiles ?

SECTION-IISECTION-IISECTION-IISECTION-IISECTION-II            (Marks- 1x50=50)

Answer the below question:-

1. Classify various craft traditions of any one state of India

and describe about 5 most popular crafts of that particular

state in not less than 100 words each.

Marks breakup: Classifications of crafts -25 marks,

Detailed description of each popular craft–5

marks x 5 crafts

Use table format for classification and

drawings to illustrate the craft products /designs.
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